
PTSO Meeting 10/8/20 
 
Julie - Introductions, summary on the year so far. So far the year has been going relatively well, 
all things considered! It’s a difficult situation, but students are learning. There may be more of a 
feeling of a “crunch” as there is less instructional time. Zoom PTC was effective, and 
responsive, but it’s clear that teachers miss students. 
 
Dahlia Deniro -- AMES Senior, feedback: It’s different in each class! Most seniors have U of U 
classes. The teachers are focusing a lot on students. It’s difficult to reach students one-on-one, 
but the CCRP meetings have been helpful, but it depends on what students are taking 
advantage of. This time next year, Dahlia plans to go to the U of U next year, maybe add SLCC 
classes as well, and continue the momentum of the college classes she’s taken while in high 
school and graduate earlier than expected. 
 
Julie -- had a student graduate during the pandemic last year, and is currently well-prepared 
and doing well academically. AMES has prepared her student well for what comes next. 
 
Dahlia Deniro -- Thank you for your feedback, bringing student engagement to the PTSO. 
 
Carlos Taylor-Swanson -- How can the PTSO be of service to the students at AMES? 
 
Julie -- The PTSO serves many roles, and ultimately wants to contribute to the students and to 
the AMES community. Students are invited to represent the school, as well as encourage peers 
to join AMES and represent AMES and bring new ideas and their perspective. 
 
Agenda items: PTSO raises money to give AMES students scholarships -- currently, with 
registration changes, raising money has been difficult. What are some better ways to continue 
this tradition and raise money for scholarships?  
 
Carlos: In the last month, we have received a little over 300 dollars in donations from our email 
campaign to raise scholarship money. A good response! Close to around 4,000 between 
accounts. Venmo as a possibility for donations? It is necessary to have a mobile number, is it 
worth it to buy a cheap mobile phone number for an AMES specific Venmo account? 
 
Kari G: Google Voice number as a dummy number to work for Venmo? It serves as an alias, 
and may be worth looking into in regards to the Venmo account for AMES. 
 
Julie: Would like to encourage parents to find ways to encourage donations to support the 
PTSO, support the breakfast for standardized test dates, organized dances, provided food for 
teachers during Parent Teacher Conferences, wrote personal notes to all of the teachers, 
organized the graduation --  there have been a lot of activism and support and volunteer hours 
and funds from the PTSO in support of AMES and the mission -- difficult to adjust in the Covid 
era, but the mission remains the same. 
 



Additional Agenda item, increasing student enrollment, begin recruitment efforts in January; 
share AMES and its mission with broader areas. Due to some changes, AMES has been shut 
out of many recruitment efforts from certain districts. AMES has had to find some creative ways 
to respond to this  
 
Lisa: Has AMES ever reached out to the Community Faces of Utah?  A nonprofit organization in 
Salt Lake that connects several communities within Salt Lake, and has a representative from 
each of 5 communities, and meets regularly. This may be an option for sharing AMES ? A 
student representative can be powerful and deliver some of the impact of what AMES does. 
 
Kari: We have an instagram for marketing! Let’s set Brett up with a TikTok ;) 
 
Heather Haley: What is the connection with the diversity office at the U? LEAP, SLCC, etc, has 
a lot of contacts, runs the community advisory board. 
 
Dahlia: Maybe some theater kids would be able to make a promotional video 
 
Julie: Martha may be able to put out some feelers to see if anyone is interested in producing 
some videos for AMES. AMES has presented at schools in the past, libraries (not as successful) 
Schwaun and Julie had success presenting at a middle school in Granite School District. Have 
done presentations at SLARTs, high school fairs, etc. Community outreach is a good foundation 
to begin with. 
 
Begin to develop materials that are appealing and share our message accurately and safely in 
the era of Covid.  
 
Heather: How to donate in a clear way so donors will know where their money will be applied?  
 
Julie: Where the PTSO money goes, in addition to the AMES Foundation is a broad place to 
donate, which is a little freer to spend in a less restricted way. 
 
Heather: Parents may be interested to know where their money goes and how the outreach 
efforts are determined and sustained. 
 
Hema: Dawn on the Board is someone to work with. Does the Foundation have their own 
donation portal? 
  
Julie: Not a specific portal. 
 
Lisa: Are parents able to donate on the portal to the school to the  foundation? 
 
Hema: It’s less flexible on website donation, it is disbursed equitably. The foundation can have 
more impact on where the money goes.  
 



Lisa: A scholarship push shared with U of U and AMES family may be super impactful, and 
worthwhile to pursue. 
 
Julie: A letter can go out to everyone to find people who can shoulder the work evenly so as not 
to overwhelm a small group of people. Delegate work to look into PeachJar, task someone else 
to thinking about how to approach SLCC, the U of U, getting out to students to make 
promotional materials that can be presented and shared. How can we make an actionable plan 
for a lot of specific people so we can be more effective as a group and not overwork people and 
utilize everyone’s strengths.  
 
Robin: Can we send out another message just asking for donations? It may have been lost in 
the process. 
 
Kari: Who will take up the helm of Instagram -- a junior responsibility that can be applied for and 
an elected position? Passed down from grade to grade, maybe? 
 
Julie: 4 finalists for the National Merit scholarship, 3 commendations! This is a big deal for such 
a small population. This shows the quality of the education at AMES. The national merit 
scholarship is based on the PSAT, which is a test taken at the beginning of their junior year. 
Students who test at a certain level become semi-finalists, and then complete a lengthy 
application to become semi finalists. Congratulations to all of our AMES students! What 
happens for our students who are not able to take the PSAT this year? 
 
Kari: The PSAT will be offered to AMES students, and is an opt-in test for students. This will 
take place in January. 
 
Julie: SATs, ACTs? 
 
Hema: We don’t administer the SATs, students choose to take this through the college board 
and sign up on their own. The ACT is administered to all 11th grade students, per state 
assessments. Due to the closure last year, the state provided vouchers for last year’s 11th 
graders and had several test dates to take the ACT. Not all students took advantage of the 
opportunity, but about 60% of students did. Currently the ACT is still on schedule ,but that is 
tentative and dependent on case counts. 
 
Julie: Can you give us a Covid update for AMES, and then at Cottonwood, and more generally 
the GSD? 
 
Hema: Cottonwood’s last count was at 12-13 cases, and 15 is the threshold that requires 
schools to change schedules. One of our students was among that number who was taking a 
Cottonwood class, as well as some classes at the AMES computer lab, and had to quarantine a 
few students. We’ve had a few AMES students quarantine as a result of being in a cottonwood 
classroom. This did not cause much disruption, as there are so few students in the AMES 
facilities. Cottonwood has done well at notifying AMES for contact tracing. It’s difficult for 



Cottonwood, as they are dependent on the district to make a move, and go through their chain 
of command, and then contact tracing, and AMES is at the tail end of that process in 
notification.  
 
The health department seems to be reaching out to AMES more quickly than in the beginning, 
the system seems to be improving in notification speed.  
 
Kari: Do the parents get the Cottonwood principal's message? If you want to get those 
messages, you can contact the Cottonwood Office, our parent emails don’t always make it to 
Cottonwood. Their messages are sent out every saturday, with a link to the GSD Covid count, 
determined by school and what the percentages are. It may be worthwhile to get the 
information. If Cottonwood closes, does all of AMES close? Does everyone have to be out of 
the building for 2 weeks? 
 
Hema: Some schools have closed to be cleaned, we may be pushed out, and we have all the 
tools to teach from home. The school can be run from outside of the school if necessary. While 
not optimal, it won’t be disruptive and we would continue to provide an education for our 
students. 
 
Lisa: According to SLTrib, Canyons has the highest infection rate, which is pretty close to home. 
 
Julie: Last item on the agenda, Kari and Stephanie 
 
Stephanie: Update on an online FAFSA parent night, as well as a virtual College App day 
coming out. We have rolled out our Counseling Common Room Canvas page, and would love 
to see feedback.  
 
Kari: Please become a parent observer on the Counseling Common Room and provide us 
feedback! We have had almost all students accept an invite to it, but would like to see feedback 
and ideas on what to add or improve. 
 
Robin: AMES have juniors run a monthly/bi-monthly meeting for things that helped me at AMES, 
a way to get students providing information to sophomores and freshmen and bridge the gap 
that covid left. “AMES Afterschool”  
 
Julie: How can we get freshmen together? Outside activities with social distancing and masks, 
games, etc? 
 
Kari: This year is like everyone’s first year; we are all reimagining what this year is going to look 
like, students are relearning how to be a student in a different format and form? It’s a lot trying to 
bridge the gap. 
 
Julie: Perhaps this could be a gap fulfilled by the parent community to facilitate? Groups of 10 or 
15 at the most? 



 
Robin: Zoom breakout sessions have been helpful! Maybe not all kids can participate or will 
participate, but some will 
 
Kari: Perhaps set up 5 or so breakout sessions that may get the ball rolling? 
 
Julie: Collaborate with the PTSO community and share ideas. 
 
Kari: Something that can be run by the upperclassmen? Is there a safety concern to have a Q 
and A or something? 
 
Hema: Considerations to defer to Brett, there will be rules to work around. 
 
Kari: Freshman house is huge in setting culture, and that is lacking, so something to bridge the 
gap will go a long way for our freshmen and new students as far as laying the foundation. 
 
Julie: Please include the PTSO in these planning, the PTSO is ready to facilitate and coordinate 
and reach out and make things happen. I appreciate everyone being here 
Great ideas all around, will send a summary of bullet points and take-aways from the meeting. 
 
 
Comments from the Chat 
 
From Utah Mountain Adventures to Everyone: (7:30 PM) 
 Please introduce yourselves: Hi I’m Julie Faure, president of PTSO. I have a sophomore at 
AMES and an AMES graduate who is a Freshman in College.  
From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (7:31 PM) 
 My name is Stacey Arens.  I have a 9th grader at AMES.  
From Dahlia DeNiro to Everyone: (7:31 PM) 
 Hello everyone. my name is Dahlia and I'm a senior at AMES.  
From dianabass to Everyone: (7:32 PM) 
 My name is Diana Bass, and my son Greyson is a freshman.  
From Carlos Taylor Swanson to Everyone: (7:33 PM) 
 Hi All, Carlos Taylor-Swanson here, PTSO treasurer. My son Gabe is a Senior  
From Heather Haley to Everyone: (7:33 PM) 
 Hi, Heather Haley. I have a 10th grader at AMES.  
From Me to Everyone: (7:33 PM) 
 Hey everyone! I’m Stephanie Southwick, I am a school counselor at AMES  
From robin to Everyone: (7:33 PM) 
 Hi I'm Robin Abramowitz. I have a 9th grader and a Senior :)  
From Hema Katoa to Everyone: (7:34 PM) 
 Hema Katoa  
From Kari Gardner to Everyone: (7:35 PM) 
 Kari Gardner - School Counselor  



From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (7:36 PM) 
 I totally agree - AMES is doing great!  
From Me to Everyone: (7:39 PM) 
 CCRP — College and Career readiness plan!  
From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (7:48 PM) 
 with the newer iPhones (10+) you can put multiple numbers on the same phone  
From dianabass to Everyone: (7:54 PM) 
 Would a short video talking about what the funds are used for help parents understand the 
"why" behind their donations? We could post the video on YouTube and share the link with 
parents.  
From Utah Mountain Adventures to Everyone: (7:54 PM) 
 Great Idea  
From Carlos Taylor Swanson to Everyone: (7:55 PM) 
 Agree!  
From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (7:58 PM) 
 In the Canyons School District, they have an e-flyer system called PeachJar,  These e-flyers 
can be specific to middle schooler parents.  If other districts have similar mechanism, you could 
potentially target the areas you are interested in.  
From Heather Haley to Everyone: (8:00 PM) 
 Salt Lake City SD also uses Peachjar  
From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (8:01 PM) 
 I see.  i do get flyers from all sorts of groups. Looking into peach jar - looks like a $500 fee to 
post to middle schoolers  
From Utah Mountain Adventures to Everyone: (8:07 PM) 
 Wow, interesting. Let’s talk to Brett about that.  
From Carlos Taylor Swanson to Everyone: (8:19 PM) 
  
[file: (null)] 
 Link to Paypal can be opened with Venmo!  
From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (8:35 PM) 
 What about the small-group tours for new students?  Are we doing that?  I saw that in an email 
a while ago. 
 
From Stacey Arens to Everyone: (8:42 PM) 
 Thank you!  
From Heather Haley to Everyone: (8:45 PM) 
 Thank you, Julie. Let’s stay in touch about outreach to communities and places at the U. 
 
 


